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		This book was written by Michael Margolis with Nick Weldin to help you explore the
	
		amazing things you can do with Arduino.
	

	
		Arduino is a family of microcontrollers (tiny computers) and a software creation environment
	
		that makes it easy for you to create programs (called sketches) that can interact
	
		with the physical world. Things you make with Arduino can sense and respond to
	
		touch, sound, position, heat, and light. This type of technology, often referred to as
	
		physical computing, is used in all kinds of things from the iPhone to automobile electronics
	
		systems. Arduino makes it possible for anyone with an interest—even people
	
		with no programming or electronics experience—to use this rich and complex
	
		technology.
	
		Want to create devices that interact with the physical world? This cookbook is perfect for anyone who wants to experiment with the popular Arduino microcontroller and programming environment. You’ll find more than 200 tips and techniques for building a variety of objects and prototypes such as toys, detectors, robots, and interactive clothing that can sense and respond to touch, sound, position, heat, and light.

	
		You don’t need experience with Arduino or programming to get started. Updated for the Arduino 1.0 release, the recipes in this second edition include practical examples and guidance to help you begin, expand, and enhance your projects right away—whether you’re an artist, designer, hobbyist, student, or engineer.

		
			Get up to speed on the Arduino board and essential software concepts quickly
	
			Learn basic techniques for reading digital and analog signals
	
			Use Arduino with a variety of popular input devices and sensors
	
			Drive visual displays, generate sound, and control several types of motors
	
			Interact with devices that use remote controls, including TVs and appliances
	
			Learn techniques for handling time delays and time measurement
	
			Apply advanced coding and memory handling techniques
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Retro Game Programming: Unleashed for the Masses (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2005

	Twenty-one years ago, I read a book that changed my life. Today I hope to write a book
	that will change yours. This is not a self-help book or some form of new philosophy. This
	book is the gateway to the inner sanctums of game programming, past and present. Bold
	words, I know, but I believe in this book with my whole heart. To someone...
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Operational Amplifiers, Fifth Edition (EDN Series for Design Engineers)Newnes, 2003
Operational amplifiers have been in use for many years. Originally they were built using discrete transistor circuits, but the development of the integrated circuit (IC) has revolutionized analogue circuit design. The operational amplifier was one of the first analogue integrated circuits, because of its usefulness as a building block in many...
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Networks-on-Chips: Theory and Practice (Embedded Multi-core Systems)CRC Press, 2009

	This book addresses many challenging topics related to the NoC research area. It starts by studying 3D NoC architectures and progresses to a discussion of NoC resource allocation, processor traffic modeling, and formal verification. NoC protocols are examined at different layers of abstraction. Also, several emerging research issues in NoC...
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Kentico CMS 5 Website Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is written in a clear, easy-to-understand, and practical tutorial style taking the reader through relevant, real-world examples that can be put into practice immediately. Each topic is written in a practical way and is developed incrementally throughout the book. As the book progresses each chapter provides more detailed information...
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Micro, Nanosystems and Systems on Chips: Modeling, Control, and Estimation (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Micro and nanosystems represent a major scientific and technological challenge, with actual and potential applications in almost all fields of the human activity. The aim of the present book is to present how concepts from dynamical control systems (modeling, estimation, observation, identification, feedback control) can be adapted and...
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The Motor Car: Past, Present and Future (Mechanical Engineering Series)Springer, 2014

	This book is an introduction to automotive engineering, to give freshmen ideas about this technology. The text is subdivided in parts that cover all facets of the automobile, including legal and economic aspects related to industry and products, product configuration and fabrication processes, historic evolution and future developments.
...
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